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 Managed by four vocabulary editors, divided
by broad subject area

Outline
 Taxonomies, Thesauri, and Orphan Terms
 The Gale Project to Review Orphan Terms
 Issues in Finding Parents to Orphan Terms
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Taxonomies, Thesauri, and Orphan Terms
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Taxonomies, Thesauri, and Orphan Terms
Taxonomies and Thesauri Compared
Taxonomies

Thesauri

 All terms belong to a limited
number of major hierarchies (or
facets)

 All terms have relationships, but
“hierarchies” can comprise as few as
2 terms.

 May bend standard hierarchical
rules.

 ANSI/NISO or ISO standard rules are
strictly followed.

 Supports classification,
categorization, and concept
organization.
(Like Linnaean taxonomy.)

 Supports concept scoping,
disambiguation, and relationships
with similar concepts.
(Like looking up in Roget’s.)

 Approach is a top-down
navigation.

 Approach is term-centered and what
terms are linked to/from it.
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Taxonomies, Thesauri, and Orphan Terms
Hierarchical Relationship Rules (ANSI/NISO Z.39.19 Guidelines)
1. Generic-Specific

2. Generic-Instance

3. Whole-Part

Category or class
NT members/types

Common noun
NT Proper noun

Concept or entity
NT Part or sub-entity

Narrower term “is/are a
kind of” broader term.

Narrower term is an
instance of broader term.

Narrower term ‘is in” broader
term (as an integral part).

Plants
NT Trees

Smartphones
NT Samsung Galaxy

France
NT Paris
Digestive system
NT Stomach
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Taxonomies, Thesauri, and Orphan Terms
Orphan Term Definitions
1. Terms with no hierarchical or associative relationships (ANSI/NISO Z.39.19 definition)
 Not permitted in taxonomies or thesauri
2. Terms with no hierarchical (broader or narrower) relationships (“hierarchical orphans”)
 Not permitted in taxonomies; may be permitted in thesauri
3. Terms with no broader terms (no broader/parent, thus “orphans”) that are not
intended as top terms
 Not desired in taxonomies or thesauri

The problem:
Due to the lack of relationships to other term, orphan terms cannot be found by users
when browsing the taxonomy/thesaurus. (Can be found by search, though)
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Gale Orphan Term Review Project
Gale Subject Thesaurus
 Used along with multiple separate name authority files and other classification
metadata for indexing articles and various other content resources
 60,000 preferred terms and always growing
 Managed by four vocabulary editors, divided by broad subject area
 Terms belong to one or more of 6 subject areas: Business, Health/Medicine,
Humanities, Social Sciences, Science Technology
 Developed in the 1970s based on LCSH
 Thoroughly revised in the early 2000s to become an ANSI/NISO Z.39.19-compliant
thesaurus
̶ Project changed See also relationships to either BT/NT or to RT as appropriate.
̶ If terms were left as hierarchical orphans, that was ignored.
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Gale Orphan Term Review Project
Orphan Term Review Project Background
1. Orphan terms with lacking any relationships (hierarchical or associative)
 Thesaurus management software has report option for this kind of “orphans”

 Vocabulary editors can/should periodically run reports on their sections of the
vocabulary to clean up these kinds of orphans, which are always
unacceptable.
2. “Orphan” terms lacking only broader terms
 A back-end system report needs to be run for this
 Vocabulary editors review the report to either approve these terms as top
terms and/or to add relationships to them.
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Gale Orphan Term Review Project
Orphan Term Review Project Background
 Started as a project in April 2014 when a new vocabulary editor joined the team.
 A “back burner” project for vocabulary editors to work on when they are not busy
with higher priorities. No timeline or deadline.
 Identified 2420 “orphan” terms (those with no BTs), put them in a spreadsheet

 Two people split the list and provided an initial review with recommendations of
broader terms, where applicable, or comments.
 The orphan term list was sorted by subject category and sub-lists of orphan terms
for each category were assigned to each vocabulary editor for more detail.
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Gale Orphan Term Review Project
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Gale Orphan Term Review Project
Orphan Term Project Methodology
Goal: Create broader term relationships to existing terms, if it complies with
ANSI/NISO rules.
If not…
 Creating a new broader term is possible, but must follow policies of justification
for creating new terms: usage warrant, authoritative source(s), and practicality of
a new term.
 Leaving a term as an orphan is OK, but then at least an RT relationship should be
present, ideally more than one.
 Changing or deleting the term (or subsuming into an existing term) might also be
considered, upon further research. Occasionally, orphans are simply not good
terms.
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Gale Orphan Term Review Project
Orphan Term Project Methodology
Resolutions indicated on spreadsheet and entered in thesaurus management system
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Gale Orphan Term Review Project
Causes of Orphan Terms
 During previous project that put the Subjects into a thesaurus format (changing
See also relationships to either BT/NT or to RT as appropriate), if terms were left
as orphans, that was ignored.
 Quickly created terms for immediate indexing needs, whose relationships were
not completed.

 Terms for which a broader term is uncertain, and it would take time and effort,
and perhaps changes to other terms (disambiguation) to resolve.
 Terms correctly created, with all correct relationships, for which a correct broader
term simply does not exist.
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Issues in Finding Parents to Orphan Terms
Finding imperfect Broader Terms
Stretching the permissibility of BT/NT rules
Example orphan terms and their proposed questionable broader terms:
 Atmospheric composition BT Atmosphere?
 Atmospheric haze BT Atmosphere?
 Conflict termination (Military science) BT Wars?
 Behavior problems BT Behavior?
 Probably OK
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Issues in Finding Parents to Orphan Terms
Finding imperfect Broader Terms
Stretching the permissibility of BT/NT rules: Topics within a field
Considering the narrower term “is in” the field.

Example orphan terms and their proposed questionable broader terms:
 Coping (Psychology) BT Psychology?
 Convergence (Mathematics) BT Mathematics?
 Decision analysis BT Management science?
 Cell population BT Cytology?
 Chemical models BT Chemistry?
 Carbon rationing BT Environmental economics?
 Maybe not OK. (Would be OK in a hierarchical taxonomy, rather than a thesaurus.)
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Issues in Finding Parents to Orphan Terms
Leaving terms as orphans (although including RTs)
Logical parent would be too broad
 College applications - We won’t create BT Applications
 Animal tracks – We won’t create BT Tracks
Abstract terms without broader terms
 Controversy
Complex concepts that are not what they seem
 Haunted houses – It does not belong as a narrower term to Housing (UF Houses)
Legacy LC pre-coordinated concepts that have no single broader term
 Computers and children not NT to either computers or children
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Issues in Finding Parents to Orphan Terms
Parents Found!
Examples
 Alteration (Clothing) BT Tailoring
 Apathy BT Emotions
 Conscious sedation BT Anesthesia
 Stockrooms BT Storage (Physical)
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